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PHI (Polarimetric and Helioseismic Imager) is one of the remote sensing instruments
that will fly on board of ESA Solar Orbiter mission. It consists of two entrance filters, an
optics unit, an electronics unit and an external harness that links both units. Prior to the
instrument delivery to the Spacecraft prime contractor (Airbus Defence and Space UK), PHI
was subjected to a thermal vacuum cycling test, which is described in this paper. The test
had a threefold objective: the acceptance test of the optics and electronics unit, the thermal
model correlation of the optics unit, and the spectral calibration of the instrument. The PHI
optics unit is an internally mounted insulated unit, thermally coupled to the spacecraft only
through dedicated interfaces and optical apertures towards the Sun, whereas the electronics
unit is strongly coupled to the spacecraft through its base. These characteristics required the
control of up to 12 interfaces, including the thermal vacuum chamber shroud. For the
spectral calibration, it was needed to feed the instrument with natural sunlight. This was
done by means of a coelostat that drives the sunlight through the building inside the thermal
vacuum chamber. Due to geometrical distribution of baseplate and viewports in the
chamber, it was necessary to mount the whole PHI instrument on a high stand 0.5 m above
the thermal vacuum chamber baseplate, which was used as a general heat sink for the
controlled interfaces. Finally, the entrance filters were monitored through infrared cameras,
which could see inside the chamber through dedicated Zinc-Selenide viewports and a mobile
stainless steel flat mirror.
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I. Introduction
OLAR ORBITER is a European Space Agency (ESA) scientific medium size mission to study the Sun 1. It will
be launched from Cape Canaveral in an Atlas V launcher vehicle in February 2020. In the mission nominal
phase, the spacecraft will follow an elliptic heliocentric orbit, having its perihelion at 0.28 AU and the aphelion at
almost 1.5 AU. This will impose a very variable and challenging thermal environment to the spacecraft (S/C) and
the payload. Maybe the most distinctive element in the spacecraft is its heat shield 2, which will protect all the
elements behind it from the solar heat flux, especially close to the perihelion.
The Solar Orbiter payload consists of a suite of 10 scientific instruments, divided in two types: remote sensing
(6) and in-situ (4). The Polarimetric and Helioseismic Imager 3 (PHI) belongs to the remote sensing category. It is a
diffraction limited, wavelength tunable, quasi-monochromatic and polarization sensitive imager with two telescopes:
the High Resolution Telescope (HRT, an off-axis Ritchey-Chretien telescope) and the Full Disk Telescope, (FDT, a
refractor). PHI has been developed by an international consortium with institutions from Germany, Spain and France
among others. PHI consists of five units: the Optics Unit (OPT), Electronics Unit (ELE), Harness (HAR), HRT Heat
Rejecting Entrance Window (HEW) and FDT Heat Rejecting Entrance Window (FEW).
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II. PHI Thermal Concept
PHI is a remote sensing instrument, and as such it needs to have direct view of the Sun. This is achieved by two
apertures in the heat shield. The heat shield has several layers, being the distance between the PHI optics unit
apertures and the heat shield apertures of about 450 mm. This gap is laterally enclosed by means of black titanium
feedthroughs (one per telescope), with the entrance windows (HEW and FEW) mounted inside them, at
approximately halfway the feedthrough length. The heat rejecting entrance windows reflect most of the incoming
energy from the Sun, allowing less than 4% of the total incoming energy to enter the instrument.
The PHI remaining units OPT, HAR and ELE, are located inside the S/C body, on the payload deck. The Optics
Unit is an internally mounted and thermally insulated unit4. This means that it is radiatively insulated from the S/C
cavity (this is achieved by wrapping the unit with a low emissivity multi-layer insulation), and conductively coupled

Figure 1. PHI thermal concept diagram.
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by means of dedicated thermal interfaces. The hot element interfaces are intended to evacuate most of the heat
absorbed by the unit (~10 W of solar loads, ~10 W of infrared heat loads from the feedthroughs and up to 8.5 W of
heat dissipated by electronic equipment), whereas the cold element is intended to locally cool down the camera
detector. The hot and cold elements are connected to the payload radiator system (called Stood-Off Radiator
Assembly5). The Optics Unit is mounted on the S/C panel with three mounting feet made of titanium, so the heat
exchange there is minor. The Electronics Unit is hard mounted on the S/C panel, and it is designed such that most of
the dissipated heat is evacuated through its base. Figure 1 shows a diagram with the disposition of the units in the
S/C and the main thermal interfaces.

III. PHI Flight Model Thermal Testing
A. Test requirements and definition
The last step in the verification campaign of PHI was the thermal vacuum testing of the whole instrument. The
test had three main objectives: to verify the units’ workmanship, to improve the thermal mathematical model by
correlating the test data, and to perform the spectral calibration of the unit. Based on these objectives, the test
definition can be formulated: number of cycles,
stabilization criteria, temperature levels, calibration and
functional tests, cleanliness requirements, and interfaces
to be controlled. Figure 2 shows the test roadmap with the
different planning and execution test phases, whereas
Table 1 shows the required test temperature levels. The
main difference between the test and the expected flight
conditions is related to the energy coming from the Sun.
At 0.28 AU, the solar power reaching the satellite exceeds
17.4 kW/m2, out of which around 4% enters the
instrument (thus, taking into account the instrument
apertures, we get the 10 W of solar loads mentioned in Figure 2. Test roadmap.
Section II) and approximately the same amount is
absorbed by the windows. With the current test equipment, it is not possible to provide such energy density with the
right collimation angle (~2° at 0.28 AU). Therefore, the entrance windows (and the instrument) do not receive the
energy as in-flight conditions. To test the entrance windows, cylindrical ovens were used for heating up the glasses
while allowing the light to pass through them. The same ovens are used for the whole PHI instrument thermal test,
but it is not possible to heat up the windows to their maximum flight predicted temperatures and simultaneously
have the ovens at their corresponding temperature levels (heating up the windows to their flight temperatures would
exceed the oven temperature as seen by the Optics Unit). Consequently, it is chosen to bring the ovens to a
temperature such that the Optics Unit receives the predicted amount of infrared loads from them 4. The windows had
previously undergone a thermal test at acceptance levels. The test facility chosen for the thermal test campaign was
the “Big Mäc” thermal vacuum test chamber (TVAC), at Max-Planck-Institut für Sonnensystemforschung (MPS), in
Göttingen, Germany. The chamber has a temperature controlled shroud (SHR) and baseplate (BP) by means of
liquid nitrogen and heaters. The SHR has a cylindrical shape, 5 meters length and 2 meters of diameter. The BP
comes out from the chamber together with the door, facilitating the integration of the test setup and test specimens
under ISO 8 clean room environment. The other end of the TVAC has two optical viewports (coaxial with the
cylindrical body of the chamber), which were used for the spectral calibration.
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Table 1. Test temperature levels.
Unit

Optics Unit

Electronics Unit
TVAC
HRT Entrance Window
FDT Entrance Window

Interface/Surface
Cold Element
Hot Element 1
Hot Element 2
Hot Element 3
Mounting Plate
Unit Reference Point
(Mounting Plate)
BP
SHR
Feedthrough Instrument side
Feedthrough Sun side
Feedthrough Instrument side
Feedthrough Sun side

Test Minimum
Temperature (°C)
−45
−40
−40
−40
−40

Test Maximum
Temperature (°C)
+70
+70
+70
+70
+70

−35

+65

−60
−40
−20
−20
−20
−20

+20
+70
+120
+120
+110
+110

B. Test setup
As it has been previously mentioned, due to the optical viewports location, it is required to raise the whole
instrument by 0.5 m. Three structures made of aluminum profiles support the PHI units at the required height. The
TVAC BP is used as heat sink, linked to the different thermal interfaces with flexible copper straps and conduction
bars. Also, heaters with PID controllers are used to adjust the interfaces temperatures. A circulation thermostat
(Huber Unistat 815) is used for controlling the Optics Unit Cold Element interface, since this interface needs to run
colder than the rest of the elements. Cho-Therm® 1671 is used as thermal filler between OPT and ELE thermal
interfaces and the test setup equipment, as well as between the heaters and the surfaces to which they are attached.
The test is controlled and monitored by means of 60 Pt100 temperature sensors and 16 heater lines (including
redundancy in some of them). Apart from the auxiliary thermal hardware, there are power and data connections
between the instrument and the electronic ground support equipment outside the chamber, and a purging line for
contamination control. Figure 4 depicts a schema with all the auxiliary elements that were used for the thermal test.
For cleanliness reasons, the lens barrel in front of the PHI OPT camera
sensor has to be kept at higher pressure to keep the particles away from it,
when the whole instrument is not in ISO class 5 clean room conditions. This
overpressure is achieved by feeding a purging line with clean nitrogen gas
(grade 5.0) at 200 mbar overpressure and a flow rate of 60 l/h. A setup is
built to purge the instrument when it is inside the Big Mäc TVAC. The setup
consists of a clean tube connected to an oil free flow meter fixed at the
flange of the TVAC (shown in Figure 3), and another antistatic tube inside
the TVAC equipped with a particle filter (20µ). An additional coupling is
used to minimize the thread mating and de-mating cycles of the flight
compression fitting on the instrument. During the thermal vacuum test, the
nitrogen gas is supplied from the wall of the clean room. The Big Mäc
TVAC is located in an ISO class 8 clean room. Hence the purging is
switched on during preparation for the thermal vacuum test. And again, after
the thermal vacuum test, re-pressurization is started from PHI purge inlet and
later on the chamber is pressurized from its main line to keep the instrument
at higher pressure.
Figure 3. Oil free flowmeter fixed
at the flange for supplying the gas
into the chamber.
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Figure 4. Test setup schema.
C. Test simulation
Once the test setup approach is defined, it is necessary
to simulate the thermal behavior of PHI inside the TVAC,
in order to size the copper straps and conduction bars, to
determine the number of heaters and their characteristics,
to find the temperatures required at the TVAC BP and to
determine the gains for the PID controllers. For the
simulations, a test thermal model was setup using the
reduced thermal models of the different PHI units
employed for the instrument’s development, in an iterative
design process with the S/C Prime Contractor (Airbus
Defence and Space). Several steady-state and transient
cases were analyzed using ESATAN-TMS 6. Figure 5
shows the Geometrical Mathematical Model used for the
simulations. The TVAC BP and SHR are not displayed in
the figure. Figure 6 shows the test prediction temperatures Figure 5. Test setup GMM.
of a transient analysis for a predefined test profile.
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Figure 6. Transient analysis test prediction.
D. Test rehearsal
Due to the complexity of the test, it was decided to carry out a rehearsal with all the auxiliary hardware already
manufactured after the test simulation. The Optics Unit and HEW Structural Thermal Models (STM) were used,
together with a mass thermal dummy for the Electronics Unit. The goals were to check the performed calculations
with the thermal models (heat sink temperatures, PID gains, thermal straps and conductor bars sizing, heating
power) and also the integration procedures. Figure 7 shows the test rehearsal setup. The rehearsal test showed in
general a good correlation with the test prediction. The thermal conductance of copper straps – conduction bars
assemblies were higher than expected, so the heating power necessary for reaching the required temperature levels
were higher than expected. Nevertheless, the heaters were oversized, so this underestimation did not mean a problem
for the test with the flight models.

Figure 7. Test rehearsal.
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E. Optical setup
The optical setup consists of two different assemblies. The first one is related to the spectral calibration of the
flight instrument. In order to do that, it is necessary to drive the sunlight inside the chamber. There is a coelostat at
MPS that directs the light from the roof through the interior of the building into the Big Mäc TVAC. As previously
mentioned, with this setup it is not possible to test the flight hardware with the real distribution and power level of
solar heat loads within the Optics Unit, since the setup is not able to provide neither the necessary power (almost 13
solar constants at 0.28 AU) nor the right collimation angle (2° at 0.28 AU). The Optics Unit has been designed in
such a way that most of the solar energy entering the instrument at perihelion is captured by a dedicated baffling
system that directs the absorbed heat directly to the hot element interfaces. The performance of this baffling system
was already successfully tested in the Optics Unit STM, with substitution heaters that provided the power predicted
by optical analysis software (Zemax). Figure 8 shows two pictures of the optical setup used during the PHI thermal
test campaign. The power that this optical setup puts into the thermal vacuum chamber is negligible from the
thermal point of view, due to the atmospheric absorption, light scattering and other effects.

Figure 8. Left: Coelostat at MPS. Right: optical setup in front of the Big Mäc TVAC.
The second optical assembly is aimed to measure the
temperatures of the Heat Rejecting Entrance Windows,
with infrared cameras. The setup consists of a highly
polished stainless steel mirror mounted on a linear
guide. There are two infrared cameras on one side of the
thermal vacuum chamber, aligned with the stainless
steel mirror, mounted in front of two Zn-Se uncoated
windows that present a constant infrared transmissivity
(~70%) along the wavelength range of interest.
Therefore these windows allow the cameras to look into
the chamber. The mirror forms 45° between the optical
axis of the instrument and the infrared cameras, thus the
cameras can see the window temperatures whenever the
mirror is placed in position. The temperature
measurement test setup as used during the HRT
entrance window thermal qualification campaign is
shown in Figure 9. A diagram of the optical setup seen Figure 9. Windows temperature measurement setup.
from the top is shown in Figure 10.
The accuracy of the whole measurement chain was tested, including the effect of the emissivity of the entrance
windows, the reflectivity of the mirror and the transmissivity of the Zn-Se viewports. The final emissivity value used
for the window temperatures was 0.48, and the temperature measurement error around 4.5 °C, for the maximum
temperature values measured during the test (+120 °C, as already shown in Table 1).
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Figure 10. Diagram of the test setup, including infrared cameras setup.
F. Test with flight units
After having rehearsed the test execution, with all the setup ready to be operated, the flight units were integrated
together with the auxiliary hardware and the test started. Figure 11 shows the flight hardware already in place, with
all the auxiliary elements, right before closing the vacuum chamber. The test took a total of 16 days, including pump
down and spectral calibration. Test execution was done uninterruptedly in order to optimize the time that was
available for carrying out the test. The test started with a hot non-operational plateau, for cleanliness reasons,
followed by hot switch-on and hot operational plateau. Then, the same sequence was repeated in cold conditions.
After checking that the instrument was performing nominally, 3 more cycles were run, interleaving thermal balance
and spectral calibration phases (when the weather was favorable). The temperature profiles along the test are shown
in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows an infrared camera image, corresponding to the end of one of the hot operational
plateaus, and the temperature profile along the HRT window. The silhouette of the stainless steel mirror used for the
IR cameras measurements can be distinguished on the left image. The peaks in the temperature profile correspond to
the external side of the feedthroughs, which had the heater coils that kept the feedthrough at the set temperature.
Once the cycles and the spectral calibration operations were completed, the whole setup was dismounted, leaving
inside the chamber only the flight hardware and the high stands, in order to proceed with the high vacuum bake-out
with thermoelectric quartz crystal microbalance (TQCM) monitoring. Once the bake-out was completed, the flight
hardware was packaged upon successful system verification and prepared to be delivered.
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Figure 11. Test setup including the flight hardware.

Figure 12. Test temperatures profile.
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Figure 13. Left: HRT IR camera at the end of hot operational plateau (qualification levels). Right:
temperature profile corresponding to the dashed line.

IV. Conclusion and lessons learnt
The thermal vacuum and balance test of Solar Orbiter’s PHI instrument resulted successful. The number of
interfaces to be controlled, as well as the necessity of making the spectral calibration together with the thermal test
imposed a complex test setup. The thermal analysis of the PHI units’ reduced thermal models was very useful for
sizing the heaters, the straps and the conduction bars. All the results obtained by analysis were confirmed during the
test rehearsal with STM and mass-thermal dummies. Although some of the PID gains were slightly adjusted during
the test rehearsal, the rest of the elements remained unchanged; this shows the value of having numerical estimations
of the test (also including the duration). For such complicated thermal test campaign, the test rehearsal was very
important, which allowed testing the procedures, checking the support software and training the personnel.
The temperature measurements obtained during the test were in line with the predictions given by the thermal
models. For the Optics Unit, the main correlation effort was already done during the STM campaign; nevertheless,
the information from the FM thermal balance test phases was used for refining the model predictions 7.
The test was designed and executed following a “test as you flight” philosophy, based on a best effort basis.
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